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M E M O R A N D U M___________________________________________________ 
 
TO: The Commission 
 
FROM: Sonya J. Teague, Administrative Law Judge 
 
DATE: July 2, 2012 
 
SUBJECT: Illinois Commerce Commission  
  On its Own Motion  

 
Adoption of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 596.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Enter the attached Second Notice Order.  
 
 
 On October 5, 2011, the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Commission") entered 
a First Notice Order authorizing the submission to the Secretary of State of the first 
notice of the proposed adoption of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 596, "Public Availability of 
Inspection Information” ("Part 596"). The proposed rule implements a national gas 
pipeline safety initiative by U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood (“Secretary 
LaHood”) to prevent potentially catastrophic gas-related incidents by making available 
to the public, by posting on the Commission’s website, information obtained in 
connection with Gas Pipeline Safety Program inspections of jurisdictional entities (gas 
pipeline operators).   
 

The proposed rule was published in the Illinois Register on October 28, 2011, 
initiating the first notice period pursuant to Section 5-40(b) of the Illinois Administrative 
Procedure Act, 5 ILCS 100/1-1 et seq

 
. The first notice period has now expired.  

Commission Staff (“Staff”), Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois 
(“Ameren”), and Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) filed comments on the rule as it appeared 
in the First Notice Order.  Reply comments were filed by North Shore Gas Company 
and The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (collectively, “NS-PGL”), Ameren, Staff, 
and CUB. Lincoln Generating Facility, LLC (“Lincoln”), Northern Illinois Gas Company 
d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor”) and Mt. Carmel Public Utility Co. (“Mt. Carmel”) did 
not file any comments. No hearings were held in this proceeding.  A Proposed Second 
Notice Order was served on the parties. Staff, Ameren, and CUB filed Briefs on 
Exceptions.  Staff and NS-PGL filed Reply Briefs on Exceptions. 
 
 Ameren, NS-PGL, and CUB proposed numerous revisions to the proposed rule. 
Staff also proposed clarification language to make the proposed rule more precise. The 
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most significant revision contested by the parties concerns CUB’s proposal to add 
information provided to the Commission by any person regarding gas pipeline leaks, 
lost gas, and unaccounted for gas to Staff’s proposed definition of “inspection 
information”. CUB argues primarily that its proposed change will further Secretary 
LaHood’s goal of improving data reporting to the public. NS-PGL and Staff recommend 
that the Commission reject CUB’s proposed revisions. The Second Notice Order 
declines to adopt CUB’s revisions. It is noted that the Commission believes Staff’s 
proposed definition should be inclusive but the language proffered by CUB is 
unnecessary and beyond the scope of the proposed rule. Moreover, the Second Notice 
Order points out that information concerning pipeline leaks, lost gas, or unaccounted for 
gas should be included in Staff’s reports to the extent that Staff obtains such information 
in connection with Gas Pipeline Safety Program inspections of jurisdictional entities. 
Additionally, the Second Notice Order provides that the Commission is concerned that 
CUB’s proposed language could lead to the dissemination of inaccurate information 
since the information it proposes to include can be reported to the Commission by any 
person.  
 
 Since the first notice period has expired, the Commission can now submit the 
second notice of the proposed rules to the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules. 
The attached Second Notice Order authorizes this submission. The deadline for 
adoption of the final rule in this matter is October 28, 2012.  
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